CDL Repository Service Data Flows

- **Calisphere** (digital special collections metadata)
  - receives item metadata from UC DAMS

- **Dryad** (data publications)
  - deposit point
  - sends datasets to Merritt
  - receives datasets from Merritt

- **eScholarship** (articles, journals, books, and theses)
  - sends theses and supplemental material to Merritt
  - receives UC faculty publications from Elements

- **EZID** (ARK Identifiers)
  - sends ARK IDs to OAC
  - sends ARK IDs to UC DAMS
  - sends ARK IDs to Merritt

- **Merritt** (digital object preservation repository)
  - deposit point
  - sends datasets to Dryad
  - receives datasets from Dryad
  - receives digital objects from UC DAMS
  - receives ARK IDs from EZID

- **Online Archive of California** (special collections finding aids publication)
  - deposit point
  - receives ARK IDs from EZID

- **UC Digital Asset Management System** (digital special collections management)
  - sends digital objects to Merritt
  - sends item metadata to Calisphere

- **UC Publication Management** (article deposit)
  - deposit point
  - sends UC faculty publications to eScholarship